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Where do all the Defenders go again?
As with last months newsletter we showed you some of the places that Defenders go. Here, this month I wanted to highlight one in CUBA...yep, that’s right in
Havana Cuba as seen left.
Also the next picture was
taken in NYC at time square
new years eve 2016 by the
Police!

A cool wrapped defender

A Defender in Havana Cuba!
Many of our finest officers in the nation carry
the defenders to help them with their most
difficult job… that of keeping the rest of us
safe! Make sure to check out the “where in
the world” section on PDWS.biz for more examples of our beloved defender around the
world.
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Hiking with your defender take 2
I finally got to a solution
that I like! I’m using 550
cord, black, made into a
neck knife configuration, a
split ring, 550 cord quick
breakaway snap and a
spring hook. Four models fit
right onto the spring hook
but with the addition of our new side lanyard you can
now fix any of our versions onto the neck lanyard for
rapid deployment. They are now up for sale on the
website. Also the new side lanyard using the quick breakaway snap is great.
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Defender points of interest
• Easy to carry
• Quick to stop aggression
• Like your dog… follows you
• God help those that attack you!
• Free online training
• Now available for around your
neck!

A combination of knife and defender
As mentioned on the first page I’m still working out
the hiking design. However, walking in the desert can
be very dangerous and as such I started to carry a fixed
blade knife with me too.
The fixed blade is a kydex holster, first strike CRKT
knife (https://
www.crkt.com). Also
you see I wrapped my
defender 2 with paracord. Great for the
grip and quiets the
tool down from sliding on my gear. Why

did I go to this new configuration? Well about 2 years
ago there was a pack of dogs that attacked two people… one dead the other paralyzed. I wanted some
reach out and
hurt you capability thus the
first strike
knife.

Fixed blade and defender on one
neck lanyard for complete options

“On a plane; what to carry or what can I carry?”

When to carry?
I carry a more aggressive
tool when I know that help
is more than 5 minutes
away. In those cases you
need something that does a
lot of damage very quickly
and we have the defenders
that meet that challenge. I
love the more aggressive
weapons when I’m out and
about. I even now use one
in my car on a neck lanyard,
which I then leave in the car
when I exit. Great way to
always be prepared.
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On a plane?
Yes many of the defenders do
go on planes. Here is an example of a defender 2 on board.
I always suggest putting them in
your carry on so it’s a little less
“in your face TSA approach”.
However I have carried a defender 1 and a guppy openly in
front of the TSA.
The defender 2 has even gone
into the Vatican, stood between
the USA VP and China’s president, and even more places! A secret here… the
defenders cover story, if one should ever be asked is that it’s a chef tool. It
even has it’s own chef tool website: http://amazingcookingtools.info. Also an
urban rule is that if you have your defender taken away from you; we will
replace it for just the cost of shipping.
I tend to suggest that people carry a guppy on board a plane or places that
they look at things… once it is where ever you are going then switch the guppy out for a more aggressive model depending on where and what you are
doing.

Other great training...
What to carry in a
car?

There is other great training that you can
do via “shopbrusso.com” where you can
find out how to throw a knife, axe or fight
with walking sticks.

In a car... I know that if
someone reaches in and

They are all web based via YouTube so you
might want to take a peek and see what
complimentary skills you can get before
summer and your traveling's.

grabs me, the wheel or the
like, I want to make sure
they get really hurt. I now

They are all guaranteed so you have nothing to risk other than your time. Money
back if you are not satisfied with the online training. You can even learn how
to fight with a knife against another knife attacker. Very good skills to have but
hope you never need them. All from Master Peter Brusso so you know they
have to be excellent!

carry a defender 2 or spec
ops 2 on one of our new
neck lanyards.
Once I get where I’m going I
put it around the rear view
mirror, and allow my side
carry defender to protect
me.
GO DEFENDERS!

It’s starting to look like vacations!
As we said last month, traveling
is coming soon at a family near
you.
As I have been working on a neck
and new side lanyard; it was with
the travel plus vacation period
coming up. I want my clients to
have the best in their defense
plus how you carry/deploy the
self defense weapon.
We also have travel packages on
PDWS.biz for you to choose from
all pointed at your travels. There is no reason to travel to foreign places without
some level of personal protection. We don’t all have to be sheep when it comes to
our personal self defense. Hey, look at all the events around the world where a defender would have changed everything...only if they had one. I can tell you this, God help the person with a knife or
a gun near by me and my defender! I once took down a shop lifter who stole stuff and ran out of the store with
everyone chasing him. When I got to him all I had was a spec ops 2, an aggressive tool for sure, and when the cops
finally got there… well let’s say he was a bit bloody. I had to really work at not hurting him! The cops, well they kept
looking at what I was holding; never knowing what it was! Till next month!

